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Dear Valentine:

Accompanying you a pennant with group picture of picture. Therein is badly sketched first name of and if the enclosed post cards are put in same. This is about as good a picture as we could get. Considering all four.

Do not take the words "On our way to France" too seriously. The storm calls for shortening of other friends at home" as different with us. We are just as anxious to see France as you desire us to go. After we have everyone in Jacksonville and you know not every see Florence. Thus is everything impossible to say. & least you the pennant too as a remembrance.

HELP YOUR COUNTRY BY SAVING. WRITE ON BOTH SIDES OF THIS PAPER
Dear [Name],

I'm sorry to hear about your illness. It must have been difficult to deal with all that. I hope you're feeling better now. I was wondering if you would like to come over this weekend for dinner and some company. It would be nice to have someone to talk to.

Best regards,

[Your Name]
Miss Opal Baker,
Sulphur Springs,
Henry County, Indiana.